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The COVID-19 crisis has been dominating the agenda of CEOs 
over the past months, but climate change represents another 
impending challenge for which action cannot be delayed. On 
1 July 2020, CEOs of PRA-regulated firms received a letter 
calling on them to take swift climate action. In the letter the 
PRA confirmed expectations for firms to fully embed their 
approaches to manage climate-related financial risks, as outlined 
in their Supervisory Statement 3/19 (SS3/19), by the end of 2021. 

This means that all regulated firms have less than 18 months to 
demonstrate to the PRA that either:

• Expectations set in SS3/19 are fully implemented and 
embedded; or,

• Gaps have been identified and there are reasonable steps in 
place to mitigate risks, until the target can be achieved.

Regulated firms, and especially CEOs and Senior Management 
Function (SMF) holders with responsibility for climate-related 
financial risks, will need to prioritise their response to climate-
related challenges over the next year.

Areas of regulatory scrutiny: How can BCS help to navigate 
them?

There are four key areas of focus in the implementation of 
SS3/19: Governance, Risk Management, Scenario Analysis, and 
Disclosure. In the run up to the regulatory deadline at the end of 
2021, the PRA has observed that for each one of these thematic 
areas – despite good overall progress across the industry – there 
are still important gaps that need to be addressed.

BCS has taken a closer look at those key gaps and has mapped 
them out next to examples of how we at BCS have helped clients 
to tackle similar challenges:

BCS Consulting understands the challenges and complexities 
that come with these regulatory requirements. Climate risk 
management will be high on the financial services agenda, with 
a lot of work required between now and the end of 2021. We 
are helping organisations develop step-by-step approaches to 
remediate gaps to the requirements and fully embed climate risk 
into their operating models by the regulatory deadlines.

No matter where organisations are in this journey, our core 
capabilities (Risk & Finance, Programme Change & Delivery, 
Technology & Digital, and Performance Improvement), coupled 
with our Sustainable Finance expertise, can give firms access to 

the required support to meet the expectations of the regulators. 
If you would like to know more, please contact:

Hector Fontaine 
Hector.Fontaine@bcsconsulting.com

Erkin Nosinov 
Erkin.Nosinov@bcsconsulting.com

Area Key PRA Gaps found Our experience

Governance

i. Unclear strategic responses to  
climate-related financial risks and  
inconsistent board-level review of climate 
management information

ii. Unclear understanding of the magnitude of 
climate risks and their relationship to financial 
risks

• Supported financial organisations to develop climate strategies, considering business 
targets, commitments and portfolio allocation, developing tailored change roadmaps to 
meet these goals

• Advised banks and asset managers on improving their governance capabilities, helping 
define adequate organisational structures and assessing committee effectiveness 

• Supported asset managers and banks to define SMF’s statement of responsibilities, and 
trained board level executives in climate, ESG and broader SMCR responsibilities  

Risk  
Management

iii. Immature definition of metrics and 
quantification of climate-related financial risks

iv. Immature development and integration of 
climate risk management processes and lack of 
end-to-end understanding of climate-related 
financial risks 

• Advised clients on the design and implementation of ESG product taxonomies and led the 
roll out of ESG metrics and dashboards for clients

• Assessed balance-sheet exposure to climate-related risks, supporting the implementation of 
physical and transition risk methodologies  

• Worked with clients to incorporate climate risk within their existing enterprise risk 
management framework, considering policy amendments, risk appetite integration and 
supporting the development of carbon risk metrics and other climate-related indicators

• Extensive experience in end to end risk operating model reviews to assess the adequate 
integration of climate risk into operating model enhancements 

Scenario  
Analysis

v. Significant gaps in capabilities, data and tools 
and a lack of integration of scenario analysis in 
broader risk assessments

• Supported clients with Stress Testing execution and coordination, including PRA, ECB and 
internal stress testing

• Advised clients on the development of climate risk methodologies to assess business line 
exposure to climate risks, including review of existing data sources, data enrichment and 
stress testing methodologies 

Disclosure

vi. Limited capabilities to make climate 
disclosures in line with the Taskforce on  
Climate-related Financial Disclosures (TCFD) 
framework

• Supported clients with TCFD delivery and disclosure plans development, providing advice 
on key areas for enhancements and tangible recommendations for improvements

• Published in Q4 2019 the first comprehensive progress report for TCFD disclosure in the 
banking sector and completed a review of TCFD progress in the asset management sector

• Created a methodology to review existing ESG disclosures for leading banks and completed 
extensive market benchmarking on ESG practices in the banking sector 

As a leading UK provider of management consultancy 
to the financial services industry, we bring deep 
domain knowledge, expertise and focus to every 
client engagement. We specialise in Risk, Regulatory 
and Finance change as well as in Operations and 
Technology transformation. For more information 
about us and our commitment to delivering excellence, 
visit bcsconsulting.com
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